Development of physical and numerical techniques of Alanine/EPR dosimetry in radiotherapy.
In this work, a set of 50 alanine dosimeters has been used in a radiotherapy context, simulating a two-dimensional treatment in a non-overlapping dosimeter configuration. The dose is reconstructed from physical and numerical simulation of the electron paramagnetic resonance signal, calculating the spin density. Thus, it can be used to better adjust the error in the calibration curve to give a final accuracy of <0.03 Gy. A complete set of experimental test parameters have been used with a standard dosimeter in order to obtain the best analysis configuration. These results indicate that for a conventional treatment of some hundreds of mGy, this method can be useful with a correct signal validation. A numerical test and fitting software has been developed. The general use of alanine/electron paramagnetic resonance dosimetry in radiotherapy context is discussed.